GENERALIZED INTEGRALS AND DIFFERENTIAL

EQUATIONS*
BY

HANS LEWY

Introduction. The idea of the following considerations
plained in the simplest case of an integral

can best be ex-

J a(x,f(x))db(x,f(x))
in which a and b are continuously differentiate
functions of two variables,
fix) a continuously difierentiable function. The routine estimate of fadb gives
bounds depending either on /| d/(x) | or on the maximum of | df/dx\ in the
interval of integration. It is, however, possible, as shown in Theorem 1, to
give a bound that is entirely independent'of
the derivative of fix), and, consequently, to define, by a limiting process, fadb, even in the case where/(x)
not only has no derivative, but is no longer continuous, provided/(x)
belongs
to Baire's first class. The same observation holds for a great number of functionals of f{x) whose construction
depends on the derivative of f(x), but
for which bounds can be found nevertheless without reference to df/dx. In
this paper we are concerned mainly with ordinary differential equations
(Theorems 2-3') and systems of hyperbolic equations in two independent
variables (Theorem 6 and corollaries) whose treatment is based o n a detailed

study of the double integral (33).
1. Simple integrals. The theory of the Lebesgue-Stieltjes
integral contains the following statement: If in a closed interval / the function ß0(x)
is monotone and the sequence of continuous functions a^x) is uniformly
bounded and tends to a limit function a0(x), then the Stieltjes integral
fa^(x)dß0(x) tends to the Lebesgue-Stieltjes
integral fa0(x)dß0(x) as /u—>0.
If, furthermore, a sequence of functions ß»(x) of bounded variation tends to
ßo(x) as /¿—>°oso that the total variation of the difference ß„(x) —ßo(x) tends
to zero, then
lim sup

I a/J(x)d|8^(x) — I a0(x)dj30(x)

^ lim sup <max | a„(x) | • I | diß^ — ßo)\\
* Presented
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which relation leads to the following lemma :
Lemma 1. // in the interval X0^x^Xi
the continuous functions au(x),
(i = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ , are uniformly bounded and tend to a0(x) as ¡x—*
°°, and if the functions ßß(x) of bounded variation tend to a function ß0(x) of bounded variation
while the total variation of ßu(x) —ßo(x) tends to zero as Lt—>°o
f then
/•

lim

X

I

/•

au(x)dßa(x)

exists and =

„->» J xe

X

I

a0(x)dßo(x),

J x„

where the integral on the right is the Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral.

We proceed to introduce a new notion of integral which is essentially
different from the Lebesgue-Stieltjes
integral and is based upon the follow-

ing theorem :
Theorem 1. 7« the interval J (X0 ^x^Xi)
there are given a function f(x)
satisfying the inequality \f(x) —/(X0) \ <F, a sequence {fu(x)} of continuously
differentiable functions with \f»(x) —f(X0) \ <F such thatfa(x)^>f(x)
as ju—>°°,
and « continuous functions gi(x), ■ ■ ■ , g„(x) with bounded total variations

T[gi], • • ■, T[g„]. Denote byf, gi3,- ■• , g„°the values off(Xo),gi(X0), ■ ■ ■,
gn(Xo) and byyi, ■ ■ ■ , y„ upper bounds of \ gi(x) -gi° |, • • -, | gn(x) -g„° | in
J. Let {gi»(x)\, • • • , {gnu(x)} be « sequences of continuous functions of
bounded variation, tending to gi(x), ■ ■ ■ , gn(x), respectively, as ¿t—>°owhile the

total variations

of the differences P[giM—gi], • • • , T[g„^—gn] tend to zero and

|gvW—gi°| <7< for all x in J, i = l, 2, ■ ■■, n and u = l, 2, • • • . Suppose
that in the («+2) -dimensional domain

\z-f\úF,Xoúx^Xh
\ yi - gi°\ Ú yi, ■ ■ ■ , | y, - g„° | ^ yn

the functions a(z, x, yi, ■ ■ ■ , y„) and b(z, x, yi, ■ ■ ■ , y„) are continuously differentiable. Then the Stieltjes integral
(1)

Su(x)

=

a(/„(x),

x, gih(x),

■ ■ ■ , gnu(x))db(f„(x),

x, gi»(x),

■ ■ ■ , gn»(x))

*> Xo

tends to a limit L(x) as u—>°°.

Remarks. It is clear that any function f(x) with |/(íc) —f°\ <F which is a
limit of continuous functions may be considered as a limit of continuously
differentiable functions fu(x) with \f^(x)—f°\ <F. Moreover, the limit L(x)
is independent of the approximating sequences/„(x) and g,>(x). For the statement of Theorem 1 implies the existence of a limit no matter which sequences
are used and hence any two sequences may be considered as subsequences of
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a third one containing

both. Consequently

439

we may state the following as a

definition :
Definition.
P(x)

=

(

a(f(x),

x, gi(x),

• • • , gn(x))db(f(x),

x, gx(x), ■ ■ ■ , gn(x)).

In order to prove Theorem 1, we first assume that b(z, x,yx, ■ ■ ■ , y„) has
continuous derivatives of second order of the mixed type. We determine a
function A (z, x,yx, ■ ■ ■ , y„) in D as the solution of the differential equation

dA

db

dz

dz

with the initial condition A (/°, x, yx, ■ ■ ■ , y„) = 0. We obtain
A(z, x,yx, ■ ■ ■ , y»)
=

I

a(z', x,yx,---,

yn)b,(z',

x, yx, ■ ■ ■ , yn)dz',

J />
where we may differentiate

with respect to x, y\, ■ • ■ , y„ under the integral

sign. Thus we find
n

adb = abzdz + abxdx + 12 abVidyt
«-i

= dA + {abx- Ax)dx + 12 iabVi- AVi)dyi,
A x(z, x, yi, • • ■ , y„) =

I

(a&2)xdz'

Jf
=

I

[iabx)z + iaxbz — azbx)]dz'

Jf
= a(z, x, yx, ■ ■ • )bx(z, x, yx, ■ ■ • )
— a(/°,

x, yx, ■ ■ ■ )bxif°,

x, yx, ■ ■ ■)+

I

Jf

and
AVi(z, x, yi, ■ • • , y„) = a(z, x, yx, ■ ■ ■ )byi(z, x, yx, ■ ■ ■ )

- o(/°, x, yx, ■■■ )bVi(f, x, yt, • • • )

+ I

Jf

iuyfiz — azbVi)dz'.

iaxbz

— azbx)dz'
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Hence

Su(x) m f

a(fß(x'), x', giu(x'))db(U(x'), x', gi,(x'))

= AiUix), x, gi,ix)) + ('«(f,
(2)

x', giÁx'))bx(f, x', giß(x'))dx

+ Z f '«i/0, *', «*(*'), ■■• )bVi(f, x', gUx'), ' ' ' )dgiu(x')
i-i *>x„
+

f

dx'

f

[a,(z',

x', gi,(x'),

• • • )bx(z', x', giu(x'),

■■■)

— axb¡( ■ • ■ )\dz
/>

x

s*fu(x')

dgUx') I

[û»(z'ix',giÁx'), ' ' ' )byt - ayibz]dz'.

This formula, derived under the assumption that 0 has continuous second
derivatives of mixed type, still holds under the conditions of Theorem 1. For
any 0 which is continuously differentiable in D may be uniformly approximated by a polynomial such that its first derivatives uniformly approximate
those of 0. Introducing the approximations
instead of 0 into (2) and passing
to the limit we obtain again the formula (2) as both sides of (2) involve only
first derivatives of 0 and the passage to the limit under the integral signs is
legitimate in view of the uniform convergence of the derivatives of the polynomials to those of 0.
In the right-hand member of (2) we can effect the passage ¡x—»00by
simply cancelling all reference to p. This may be seen as follows. An integral
ffoaz(z', x, yi, ■ ■ ■ , yn)bVidz'', for instance, is continuous in 2, x, yh ■ ■ ■ , y„.
Thus fr,o(x)a(z', x, gi^(x), ■ ■ ■)bVidz' is a continuous function of x, bounded
as fi—><x>,
and converging as ju—><».Now the convergence of
/■

x

/* /M(x)

dgiÁx') I

x0

a2(z', %', gi^(x'), ■ ■■ )bVidz'

J>

follows from Lemma 1.
Thus Theorem 1 is proved.
From (2) we have the following estimate :

IL(x)I ^ MNÍ I/(*) - f I + ¿ TXo[gi]
+ \x-Xo\\
+ 2N2F^J2T^[gi] + \x-Xo\^,
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where M is an upper bound for | a | and | b \, N an upper bound for the moduli
of the first derivatives of a and b in D.
Remark. We have, for instance, for every admissible f(x)

Lix) =. fXfix')dfix') = §(/»(*)-/HO)),
J o

which leads to P(l) =\ for/(x) =0 if 0 gx < 1,/(1) = 1. The Lebesgue-Stieltjes
integral, however, would be 1.
2. Ordinary differential equations.
theorem :
Theorem

2. Let the functions

ferentiable inO^x^X

fix),

a»d/(0)=/°,

We may now prove the following
gi(at), • • • , gnix) be continuously

gi(0) = ■ • • =g„(0)=0.

dif-

Denote by F an

upper bound of |/(x)| and by Gx, G2, ■ ■ ■ , G„ the total variations
&*(x)>' ' ' , g*(x) in [0, X]. Suppose, for e>0, that in the domain

of gi(x),

n

D3,t:

\z\^F,

\yi\^Gi,

\u\ <e + 3FM0 + E («"" ~ <?" + AT<e™0G<
t-i

the functions a0, ax, ■ ■ ■ , a„ are continuous functions of z, y<, u satisfying the
inequalities \ ak\ ^Mk, k = 0, 1, • • ■ , », and that a0 has continuous derivatives
of first order, bounded in absolute value by N. Then the solution u(x) of the equation
du(x) = a0(/(x), gi(x), ■ • • , g„ix), »(x))d/(x)

(E)

^

+ 2^ aiifix),
¿-i

gx(x), • • • , gnix), uix))dgiix)

with «(0) = 0 can be extended over the whole interval O^x^X.
over, the inequality

It satisfies, more-

| m(x)I ^ 2FM0 + ¿ (e2™- f* + Mí^)Gí.
<-i
Let us solve the auxiliary partial equation for ^4(z, yx, ■ ■ • , yn, u)

(3)

dA

-1-a„
dz

dA
du

= a0,

1-?*

dA
du

under the initial condition

(4)
The characteristic

(5)

Aiz, yit u) = 0 for z = 0.
equations of (3) are

dz'.dw.dA = l:ao:ao-

0
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Consider the family C of curves satisfying the differential
and passing through any point P of the domain
D2,t:

equation

du/dz = a0

| z | ^ F, | yt | ^ Gi, | u | < e + 2FM0 + ¿ (e2FN - e™ + M¿e™)G.-.
t=i

Since a0 has continuous derivatives of first order throughout
D2jt and is
bounded by M0, there exists one and only one curve through an arbitrary
point P, and the corresponding value m of « for 2 = 0 lies within the range
n

| « | < e + 3FMo + E (e2FN - eFN + M*?")&.
i=i

Conversely, an arbitrary curve of C is uniquely determined by the quantities Ü, yi, ■ ■ ■ , y„, and a point of the curve is determined by giving in addition the corresponding value of z. On writing u = u(z, y¿, u), we find bounds
for the derivatives of u with respect to the arguments Ü, yi, • • • , y„, z. We

have, in fact,
d du
duo du
--_
=-with
dz du
du dû

du
— =1
dû

for

2 = 0,

hence
du

dû

Similarly
d

du

dao

da0 du

dz dyi

âyi

du

-=-1-with

du

dyf

'

-

ôy<

= 0

for

z = 0,

hence
du

dyi

^ e»i-l -

On introducing the new variables
yn, ü we find throughout D2,(

(6)

ô(2, yi, u)

du

3(2, y i, u)

3(2, yi, u)
.dû

dû

d(z, yi, u)
...
du
/..du

dyi
Since ü is constant

dyi /

dû

1.

z, yi, • • ■ , y„, u instead of z, yi,
dû

(duy1

du
\dû/
, adu- ,

eU\N(e\z\N

Ô^i

along any curve of C, we have

dû

du
_

!)_
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dû
-h
dz
Now put, throughout

dû
Go— = O
du

dû

^4(z, yi, u) = u — û.
A satisfies (3) and (4). Furthermore

dA
\A\ ^ \z\ Mo,

(8)

^ Moe^l'l

dz

D2tl,

(7)
Evidently
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we have

e]z\N(e\z\N

_

!);

dy{

dA

dA

dz

du

< /.UIJV

Returning to the ordinary differential equation (E), we remark that the
conditions of our theorem allow us to write (E) in the form

du
dx
with tpix, u) continuous

O^x^Z,

= <t>ix,u)

in the rectangle

R determined

by

| « | = — + 2FMo+ H, E - 12 (e2™- e™ + Mi^^Gi.
2

,-=i

The fundamental existence theorem for differential equations shows that a
solution through [x = 0, m(0)=0] always may be continued until it reaches
the boundary of P. Hence a solution which cannot be continued across a certain point xi with 0^xi<X
may be assumed to exist for O^x^xi
and to
satisfy the condition

I u(xx) I = — + 2FMo+ E.
Thus our theorem is proved as soon as we show the following property of
u(x). If, in the interval O^x^Xi, the solution u(x) of (E) satisfies the in-

equality

| m(x) I = — + 2PAi"0+ E,
it satisfies the stronger inequality
| ttix) | ^ 2FM0 + E.

Indeed, by (E) we have, since z=/(x),

y¿ = g,(x), w = »(x) stay in D2,t,
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d(u — A) = (a0 —
M

(9)

n

= (ao — A, — Auao)df(x) + 22 (a«(l — Au) — AVt)dgi(x),

i—i

with z=f(x),

(10)

yi=gi(x)

and «(0)=0.

Hence we conclude from (3) and (8)

| u(x) - A(f(x), gi(x), «(*)) | g FÜ70+ ff,

and, by (8),
(11)

| u(x) | ¿ 2FJ17o+ 77.

Remarks. The function u(z, y<,«) is continuous. This may be expressed by
the statement: If the quantities z, y,-, u—A(z, yit u) tend to limiting values

which belong to the domain \z\ ¿F,

\yi\ ¿Gi, \u—A(z, y<, u)\ ¿H+FM0,

then u itself tends to a limiting value which in absolute value does not exceed

2FM0+H.
Any function satisfying a Lipschitz condition of exponent 1 in z, y,, u satisfies also a Lipschitz condition of exponent 1 in the variables z, y,-, u—A.
This follows from (8), for we have
(12)

| «i - A(z, yit «i) - «2 + A(z, yit u2)\ ^ | «2 — «i | *"**.

Theorem 3. Assume that in the interval 0¿x¿X
(i) the functions fjyx),u = l,2, ■ ■ ■ , are continuously differentiable, \f?(x)\
<F, andfß(x) converges to a function f(x) as ft—►•;
(ii) the functions gi»(x), ■ ■ ■ , gn»(x), n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , are continuously differentiable, gin(x)^>gi(x) as ¡j.—><x>,
i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , », where g((x) is continuous,
and the total variations of the differences T [g,>—g, ] tend to zero as p—>» ;further-

more g,„(0) =0 and P[g,>] ¿Gifor all i and ju;
(iii) the functions

a0, ax, ■ ■ ■ , an are defined in

|*| áP,

*'"

\yi\¿Gi,

\u\ <e + 3FMo + H,

77 = ¿ (e2™ - e™ + Miftfi,
i=i

(« > 0),

and we have in D3,,
(13)

| a01 = Afo, | ai | ^ Afi, - • ■ , | an | g Mn.

Furthermore, a0, fli, ■ ■ ■ , a„ »az>econtinuous derivatives of first order in D3,t,
and those of a0 are bounded in absolute value by N and satisfy a Lipschitz condition of exponent 1.

Then the solution of

(E„)
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dM„(x) = a0(/„(x), giß(x), uß(x))dfß(x) + £ a.dg.>(x),
¿=i

exists for O^x^X,

w„(0) = 0,

satisfies

(14)

| m„(x) | ^ 2Z?M0+ ZZ,

a«d tends to a limit function

u(x) as ¡x-^œ. u(x) is said to be the solution of (E)

for the initial condition «(0) =0.
From Theorem 2 we conclude the existence of w„(x) and the inequality
(14). The classical statement about uniqueness of the solution of the initial
problem may, incidentally, be used to establish the uniqueness of uß(x). On
putting
Bß(x) = u,(x) - A(fß(x), giß(x), ußix)),

we conclude from (9) and (8)

(15)

| P„(xi) - P„(x2) | ^ ¿

(Mm*» + e2™ - e™) f *| dgi,(x) \.

i—X

J ii

Now a theorem by Adams and Clarksont shows that the total variation between any two points Xi and x2, of glM(x) tends uniformly to that of gi(x)
on account of the continuity of gi(x), and of the assumption
(iii) that
T\gin—gi]—>0, gip-*gi. Thus (15) establishes equicontinuity
for Pfl(x), while
(14) gives boundedness. Hence, by Ascoli's theorem, we may select a subsequence B^ix) tending uniformly to a function P*(x). From the remark on
page 444 we conclude that also the corresponding subsequence of m„(x), say
w„'(x), converges to a function w*(x). P*(x) satisfies the following integral
equation

(16)

P*(x) = f * ¿ (a,(l -Au)" o

Ayjdgiix) -Aip,0,0,---)

.=1

in which the expressions in a¿ and A are to be considered as functions of
z, y{, u with z=/(x), y¿ = g.(x), u —A =P*(x). This follows from Lemma 1 and

(9).
Any two subsequences of P*(x) converge to the same limit. In the opposite
case we would have two functions P*(x) and P**(x), both satisfying (16).
In view of (iii) the coefficients a0, ax, ■ ■ ■ ,an admit of continuous derivatives
with respect to z, y¡, u, whence also with respect to z, y¿, u —A, and thus
satisfy a Lipschitz condition of exponent 1 in these variables, in the closed

domain \z\ ^ P, | y¿| ^ G¿, | u —A | ^ FM o+H. On account of (3) and (4), the
f C. R. Adams and J. A. Clarkson, On convergence in variation, Bulletin of the American Mathe-

matical Society, vol. 40 (1934),pp. 413-417.
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derivatives Av> and Au satisfy a Lipschitz condition with respect to z, y¿, u,
whence with respect to z, y,-, u —A. Therefore we conclude from (16)

(17)

| B*ix)- B**ix)| ^ Kl2 f X| P*(x) - P**(x)| | dgiix)|,
i

where K is a certain constant.

" 0

On iterating

(17) m times we easily find

(18) max I P*(x) - P**(x) I ^ Km max | P*(x) - P**(x) I ( ¿ G<)

/ml

which gives P*(x) —P**(x) =0 as M—><x>.
Now the uniqueness of P*(x) implies, by the remark on page 444, the
uniqueness of w*(x), which in turn justifies defining w(x) =m*(x) as the solution of (E) for the initial condition m(O) =0.
Remark. The assumptions of Theorem 3 state bounds for the functions
a0, ax, • ■ ■, a„iz, yx, ■ ■ • , yn, u) holding in a domain that depends on these
same bounds. One may ask for a formulation of the theorem such that a
statement results for any functions a0, ax, ■ ■ ■ , an, defined in an arbitrary
neighborhood of the origin. Therefore we observe that there always exists a
sub-neighborhood
of the form Z?3,e,provided the constants P, Gx, ■ ■ ■ , G„,
e can be decreased sufficiently. Since the functions gi^(x), • • • , gnßix) are continuous, their total variations are also continuous and may be shown t to
converge uniformly to those of gi(x), ■ • • , gnix). Thus, omitting at most a
finite number of values of n and taking the upper end of the x-interval sufficiently small, makes it possible to choose Gi, G2, ■ ■ • , G„ arbitrarily small.
Whence we conclude the following theorem:

Theorem 3'. Suppose that, in a neighborhood of the origin of a iz,yx, ■ ■ ■,
yn, u)-space the functions aa, ax, ■ ■ ■ , an are continuously differentiate
and the
derivatives of a0 satisfy a Lipschitz condition of exponent 1. Assume that n continuously differ■entiable functions gi^(x), • • • , gnß(x) are defined in an interval I
(O^x^X),
that they tend to continuous functions gx(x), ■ ■ ■ , gn(x), and the
total variations P[g¿„ —g¡]—>0as ß—^^, and that gi^iO) =0. Assume furthermore
that continuously differ entiable functions fjyx) converge to a function fix) in I
and that for all ß we have |/„(x) I <F. Then the solution m„(x) of (E„) exists in a
sufficiently small interval O^xSX'
which does not depend on ¡x, and converges
there to a limit function w(x) provided F is sufficiently small.
The existence Theorems 3 and 3' can be supplemented by a study of the
manner in which the solution w(x) depends on a parameter a on which the
known functions in (E) may be supposed to depend. Usual methods of proving
f See Adams and Clarkson, loc. cit.
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the continuity of u(x), considered as a function of x and a, from that of the
known functions could be carried through with only slight modifications.
Instead of (E) a system of differential equations of the form
n

(19)

duh(x) = a0h(f(x), gi(x), Ui(x))df(x)

+ ^ aihdgi(x),
•=i

uh(0) = 0,

where h = l, 2, ■ ■ ■, m, may be studied, and the existence of a solution
un(x), h = l, 2, • • • , m, can be concluded by a method analogous to that
used in the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3. In view of the similarity of the procedure we shall not carry out these generalizations.
3. Double integrals. We denote by T[a, ß] a triangle bounded by the
line a = ß of an (a, ß) -plane and the parallels to the axes through (a, ß). Similarly t[f,g] designates a triangle of an (/, g)-plane, bounded by/=g and the
parallels to the/- and g-axes through (/, g). The elements of area dadß and
dfdg are to be counted positive. By/(a) and g(ß) we understand continuously
differentiable mappings of the a-axis on the /-axis and of the ß-axis on the
g-axis, which are, but for the elements used, identical with each other;
f(a) =g(ß) if a = ß. The range of the four variables a, ß,f, g is the domain D
with origin as center

(D)

|«| á «, \ß\£u,

l/l ¿ », |*| á«,

and the function/(a)
(and consequently g(ß)) is such that for a and ß satisfying (D) the point (a,f(a),ß, g(ß)) belongs to D. Furthermore there are defined
in D three functions a, b, c of a, f, ß, g having continuous derivatives up to

the fourth order.
We introduce

three functions X, Y, Z in D by the relations

(20)

Xi0 = cafb0,

(21)

Y¡ = cafbß,

Zg = caaba,

and the initial conditions

(22)

X = X, = Xa = 0, 1
F = 0,

(23)

if /-f.

Z = 0,

We find

X(a,f,ß,g) = ff

cafbB(a,
/', ß, g')df'dg'.

Here, as-in all integrals that follow, care has been taken to indicate the argu-
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ments of the integrand at least in one of the factors of the integrand, to denote the variables of integration by a prime and to denote by subscripts the
partial derivatives, while we reserve the symbols d/da and d/dß for total derivatives with respect to these variables.
We are going to study the function

/(«, /, ß, g) = X(a, f, ß, g) - f\xa(a',
J ß

(24)

fia'), ß, g) - Z)da'

+ Jf\Xß(a,f,ß',
giß'))-Y)dß'
ß
+ f f

i-Xaß+Zß+Ya-caabß(a',fia'),0',g(ß')))da'dß'.

In order to abbreviate as much as possible, we write A~B if A —B is expressible as a polynomial in a, b, c, their first partial derivatives and their second
partial derivatives of the type d2/dadß, d2/dadg, d2/dßdf, d2/dfdg. We write
A = B if A —B is expressible as an integral over a function which itself is ~ 0.

Thus we find

(25) I, = X, + •Jf°(Xß,(a,
f, ß', g(ß')) - Yf)dß',
ß
(26) 7e - X„ - f\xag(a',
J ß

/(«'), |S,g) - Zg)da',

Ia = Xa(a, f, ß, g) - Xa(a, f(a), ß, g) + Z(a, f(a), ß, g)

+ Xß(a, f, a, /(«)) - Y(a, f, a, /(«))

(27)

+ f

Jß

(- Xaß + Zß + Ya - caabß(<*,
fi«), ß', giß'))W,

+ f \xaß(a,f,ß',g(ß'))
J ß

- Ya)dß',

Iß = Xß(a, f, ß, g) - Xß(a, f, ß, g(ß)) + Y(a, f, ß, g(ß))
+ Xa(ß, g(ß), ß, g) - Z(ß, f 08), ß, g)

(28)

- f

(Xaß(a', f(a'), ß, g) - Zß)da'

-

(- Xaß + Zß + Ya - caabß(a', f(a'), ß, g(ß)))da',

J ß

f

Jß
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If g = ca¡ba,

Ifß = Xfßia, f, ß, g) - Xfßia, f, ß, giß)) + Yfia, f, ß, giß)),
Ig« = Xgaia, f, ß, g) - Xgaia, /(«), ß, g) + Z,(«, fia), ß, g),

(29)

laß = Xaßia, f, ß, g) - Xaßia, fia), ß, g) + Zßia, fia), ß, g)

- Zßia, fia), ß, giß)) + Xaaia, fia), ß, giß)) - Xaßia, f, ß, giß))
+ Ya(a,f,

ß, giß)) - Yaia,fia),

ß, giß)) + caabß(a, f(a), ß, giß)).

Hence

Iff - f ' (Xfßg- Yfgia,f, ß, g'))dg' + Yfia, f, ß, g)
= I

[(cafbg)ß - icafbß)g]dg' + cafbß

= j

[(caf)ßbg - (caf)gbß]dg' + cafbß,

J a Iß)

(30)

Ifß~

cafbß.

Similarly
(31)

Iga^cajg.

Moreover,
Xaß(a, f, ß, g) - Xaßia, fia), ß, g) + Xttßia, fia), ß, giß))

- Xaßia, f, ß, giß)) = f

^

Xaßfgia, f, ß, g')df'dg'.

But
Xaßfg = icafbg)aß

= icaafbg + cafabg + cüfbga)ß

~

caafbgß + CßOafbg + cafaßbg + caiabaß + cafbgaa

~

icaafbß)„ + icßaabg)f + icaaßbg)f + icafbaß)g + caafbßg,

caBfbßg = icaabßg)f

~

— Cfaabßg — caabgßf

icaabß)gf — [icaa)gbß]f

— icfaabß)g — icaabßf)g.

Hence,

f
J f(a)J

f

Xaßfgia,/', ß, g')df'dg' & caabßia,f, ß, g) - caabßia,fia), ß, g)
t(DI

+ caabßia, fia), ß, giß)) - caabßia,f,

ß, giß)) .
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Furthermore,

Zß(a,f(a),ß,g)-Zß(a,f(a),ß,g(ß))=

f ' Zßg(a,f(a),ß,g')dg'

J ¡7(0)

= f

[caab0(a,f(a),ß,g')]ßdg'

J a iß)

S f

[caabß(a,f(a),ß,g')]gdg'

^caabß(<*, /"(«), ß, g)-caabß(<x,f(<x), ¡3,g(ß)).

Similarly,
Ya(a,f, ß, g(ß)) - Ya(a,f(a),

ß, g(ß))^caabß(<*,f, ß, g(ß))-caabß(<*,f(<x), ß, g(ß)) .

Finally
(32)

Iaß(a, f, ß, g)^caabß(a, f, ß, g) .

In view of (29), we find

d2I
dadß

ia, fia),

df(a)

dg(ß)

ß, giß)) = caabß + cafbß —■-\-

caabg —-\-

da

da(a,f(a),
= c-

dß

cafb0

df(a) dg(ß)
da

dß

ß, g(ß)) db(a, f(a), ¡3, g(ß))

da

dß

and

I(a, f(a), ß, giß)) =0,
iora=ß.
(33)

dl
— = 0,
da

dl
— = 0,
dß

Thus
I{a, fia), ß, giß)) = -

PC

da db
c — — ia', fia'), ß', giß'))da'dß'.

*> *>T\a.ß\

In order to transform

If(a,f,

da

dp

ß, g) we calculate

j "Xßf(a,
f, ß',g(ß'))dß'= j V[ J"

Xß/g(a,f,
ß',g')dg'+ Xß,(a,f,0',/)]

= Jfß V Jf°j (ca,bg(a,f,ß',g'))ßdg'
^fdß'f
J ß

J f

(ca,bß(a,j,ß',g'))gdg'

SS f "dß'[ca,bß(<x,
f, ß', g(ß')) - ca,bß(a,f, ß', /)]
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since, by (22), Xßfict,f, ß',f) vanishes.
Consequently
(34)

Ifia,f,ß,g)SaO.

Similarly

(35)

I.(a,f,ß,g)*aO.

Also we have

Xaia,f,ß,g) = - ff

ica,bgia,f, ß, g'))«df'dg'

J J <[/.ol

^-

ff

J J t[f.g\

icaabgia,f',ß,g'))fdf'dg'

^ - jcaabgia,f',ß,g')dg',

where the integration

is to be extended over the boundary of t[f, g] ; whence

Xaia, f,ß,g)^0,

Xßia, f,ß,g)ueO.

Thus
(36)

laia,f,a,g)^0,

as obviously F^O, Z^O.
On writing

Iaia, f, ß, g) = Iaia, f, a,g)+f

1aßia, f, ß', g)dß',
J a

we find by (36) and (32)
(37)

laia,f,ß,g)^0.

Similarly,

(38)

lßia,f,ß,g)^0.

Finally
He, f, ß, g) = Z(a, /, a, g) + j
(39)

Ißia, f, ß', g)dß',

I(a,f,ß,g)^Q.

The formulas (29), (30), (31), (32), (34), (35), (37), (38), and (39) prove
that lia, /, ß, g), its first derivatives

and its second derivatives

of the type
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d2/dadß, d2/dadg, d2/dßdf, d2/dfdg may be expressed in terms of a, b, c, their
first and second derivatives of the same type, and integrals over products of
such functions.
Henceforth the definition (24) of I is to be replaced by the explicit formula
whose abbreviated equivalent is (39), and which retains sense in the case that
a, b, c admit only of continuous first derivatives and of continuous second
derivatives of the indicated type. If we uniformly approximate a, b, c and
said derivatives by polynomials in a, f, ß, g and their respective derivatives,

we may easily see that all of the formulas (29)-(32), (34), (35), (37)-(39) remain valid under the new assumptions and that /(«,/, ß, g) still retains continuous first and second derivatives of said type.
Moreover a study of the dependence of I on the function /(a) shows that
convergence of a sequence of continuously differentiable functions /„(a) to a
limit function/o(a)
implies the convergence of the corresponding functionals
IÁa,f, ß, g) to a limit functional Io(a,f, ß, g), and uniform convergence of
/„(a) to/o(a) entails uniform convergence of /„ to 70- In fact,/^(a) appears in
the definition of I»ia, f, ß, g) only in limits of integration with respect to /'
or g', which implies the convergence mentioned of /„ to Z.

From the formulas (29)-(32), (34), (35), (37)-(39) we can derive estimates for Z(a,/,

ß, g) and its derivatives.

Suppose first that in |«j,

|/|,

\ß\,

Ul="
I a |, \b\,

\ c\ ík K,

\ aa\, • ■ ■ , \c9\ ík K',

\ aaß\, • • • , \ cfg | ^ K".

The terms suppressed in the above formulas by the use of the symbol ^ are
simple, double, triple, and quadruple integrals of polynomials of third degree
in a, b, c, aa, ■ ■ ■ , cSgwith ranges of integration, respectively,
gpw, pw2, pu>3,
pw4, where p denotes a sufficiently large number, for instance, 64. On the other
hand, any one of the polynomials to be integrated is numerically smaller than
a suitable polynomial in K, K', K" of third degree with positive coefficients.
Hence there exists a polynomial p with positive coefficients and of third degree in K, K', K", such that for any one of formulas (29), • • ■, (39) the terms
suppressed by the symbol ^ are numerically less than or equal to
piK,

K',

K")ioi

+

CO2+

CO3+

CO4).

We apply these estimates to the case where a, b, c depend only indirectly
on a, f, ß, g and are functions of \bx, ■ ■ ■ , ^„(a, /, ß, g) having third derivatives with respect to \¡/x, ■ • ■ , ypn. We assume that in \a\, \f\, \ß\, \g\ ^w,
the following quantities exist and satisfy

(40)
(41)

|*i|,---,

l#.| a*,

| *l„ |, ■• • , | *.. | £ k',

| *Xaß|, • • • , \Pngf \ S k",

(*, k', k" > 0),
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and that for pi satisfying (40)
a\, \b\,

db

dc

dPi

dPi

dPi

d2a

(42)

\c\ ¿ L,

da

dPidP,-

d2c
>

7

dpidpj

d3a

d3C

dpidpjdpi

dpidpjdpi

< L'".

We then write

I(<*,f,ß,g) = 7(
In order to utilize the estimates

found, it is legitimate

K' by nL'k', K" by nLk"+n2L"k'2.

or)

(43)

i

1.
to replace K by L,

Thus from (29), ■■■, (39) we obtain

-»a » " " " > | I o\

¿ (« + co2+ a,3 + co4)o(7, 7', 7",

k, k', k")

laß \, I lag \, \ I ßj \, \ If g \
¿ n2LL'2k'2 + (o>+ cu2+ co3+ <o%(7,

• • • , k"),

where a is a suitable polynomial with positive coefficients.
We next state bounds for the difference between

fffg)

and l(a'^'g)

and its derivatives, assuming pi to be another system of continuously differentiable functions of a,f, ß, g which satisfy the same inequalities (40), (41)
as the pi themselves do. For the sake of simplicity we suppose w < £2,with

Í2>0 and denote by u and v
n

n

u = ¿Z max
t-i
n

| pi — pi' | +

n

¿Z max
;-i

| pia — p'ia \ +

■■■ +

¿Z max
i=i

n

V = ZZmaX I $<°ß— PiaßI + ¿Z max | pia, — piag \
1=1

t'-l
n

n

+ ¿Z max | piß/ — p'ißfI + ¿Z max | pifg — p'ifg\,
t-i
t-i
the maxima

to be taken for the domain

\a\,

\f\,

\ß\,

\g\ ¿u.

| pig — pig \,
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similar to the one previously

j''

\

r

J|á <«+ •)<?»,

L (<*,f,ß,g\
T (a,f,ß,g\\
\Ia\
* )~Ia\
V J|^M

I. /«./,ft*\
(44.2)

Zai(

I,

J ^wC + aCco,

T /a>f>P>£\\<

with C depending on ñ, k, k', k", L, V, L", V".
difference between

l(°'ffg)

+ ^'

/a,f,ß,g\\
1 - Za/3f

/<*,f,ß,g\

used,

rj_^
In an analogous way the

and I^'g)

may be estimated under the assumption that the functions used in the formation of I, namely ä, I, c(\¡/x, •• • , \pn), and their first and second derivatives,
differ by less than e from those used for

icr>

We get

\T/<*,f,ß,g\

./<*J,ß,g\\

L (<*,f,ß,g\ -/«,/, ft «\|
(45)

\T /«>/>ftA

</»/..

, ï

. /«»/,ftf\i

IH * J"H * /I'"'
We now are able to formulate the main theorem of this section. Denote by
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/ (

)

\

P )

formed for
a = pi,

b = pi,

c = Cm.

Theorem 4. Denote by w>0 a number <ß and by D the domain \a\, |/|,
\ß\, |g| ¿ w. Suppose cm to be continuously differentiate up to the third order
with respect to its arguments pi, ■ ■ ■ , pn, and that for \pi in (40), a=p¡, b=pi,
c = Cm the relations (42) hold. Suppose furthermore that in D the functions
pi0 (a, f, ß, g) are continuously differentiable and admit of continuous second
derivatives of the type mentioned such that

(46)

\p0i(a,f,ß,g)\^k/2,

(47)

\i\\,---,\*\\¿k'/2,

(48)

\P°iaß\, \p\ag\,\P%f\,\P%t\^k"/3.

Then the system
(49)

fà, f, ß, g> , (i = 1,2,• ■• ,»),
M«,f,B,g)= *?(<*,
f,ß,g) + JZ IiJa'f\ß'g)

j.í-i

\

P

/

has a solution pii<x,f, ß, g) existing and uniquely determined in \a\, \f\, \ß\,
\g\ ^«', where o/>0 is a number ¿a that may be determined with the aid of

Û, k, k', k", L, L', L", V" only* ^ia(a, /, ß, g), • • • , pig(a,f, ß, g) exist, are
continuous and in absolute value ¿k', and piaß(ot,f, ß, ¿), • • • , ^¿/»(a,/,
exist, are continuous and in absolute value ^max (k", 12n5LL'2k'2).

ß, g)

We start the proof by increasing, if necessary, k" so as to satisfy the inequality
4»6ZZ'2¿'2<

k"/3.

We use successive approximations:

*}(«,
/, ß,g)= <w
(«,/, ß,g)+ JZhu("'f'f'g),
k.l-1

\

p°

/

and generally for m ^ 0

(49.1)

pr+x(a,f, ß, g) = Pi"(a,f, 8,g) + JZ Iiki(*'f' ß' ë).

* In particular

k.u-i

u>'does not depend on the function/(a)

\

Pm

/

used in the definition of /,-,i.
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Denoting, as before, by C a constant depending only on ß, k, k', k", L, L',
L", by d a generic first derivative with respect to a, f, ß, or g, and by d2 a
generic derivative of type d2/dadß, d2/dadg, d2/dßdf, d2/dfdg, we set, for

m>0,

A

um=

2v max

I

/<*,f,ß,g\

Zt)i (

+ ¿
t,J,!-l

»-=2- v

Vo

/a,f,ß,g\\

12 max | diliuif)

)

- Iin(Pm-1)) i

a

v2-max LA
/«-/-ftA)-J«i(r /«./.ft«\\I
3*17,-ïiI
, , ))>

where the maxima are to be taken in |a|,
be determined later. On putting
Mo =

.

) - Z„, I

|/|,

|/3|, |g| ^co' with <o'<fi to

V
V max d/,,,1
ar /«'/'ft AI I,
2-max \T
7,7ii/«'/.ftAL1+2- V^ 2,

«,j,¡-i

V
= 2,

I

\

^°

/ I

V max Lar
2^
Ô2/,-,,/«'/'ft
I

,-,,-,i-i a

\

i°

/ I

A) I,

we find, by (43),
(50)

«o á Ceo',

(51)

Doá 4«5LZ/2¿'2 + Cco',

and, for um and vmthe recursion formulas, in view of (44.1) and (44.2),
(52.1)

um+x áC«'(*u

+ *»),

(52.2)

vm+x g Cum + Cw'vm,

n4

{m = 0, l, 2, • ■• )

provided, however, that we can choose w'>0 so as to make sure the existence
of all successive approximations
| a |, \f\, \ß\, \g\ ^ co' in the common domain
D' (\a\, l/l, \ß\, \g\ gw'). Now determine w'<ß so small that
l-Cco'>0,

(53)

U=

(l -Ceo')2 -Chi'

>0,

Cco'(l - Ceo') + (4«6PZ/2¿'2 + Cco')Ceo'

min (*, *')

(l - Co>')2- CV

_ CV + (l - Cco')(4«5ZP'2¿'2 + Ceo')
(l - Ceo')2 - CV

Note that
(l + U + V)Co>'£ U

2k'
3
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and
An&LL'2k'2+ Cu' + CU + Cu'V ¿ V.
Now the conditions

(46), (47), and (48) permit the construction

of

. («,f,ß.g\
\ p° /
in D, hence a fortiori in D' (\a\,

|/|,

\ß\, |g| ¿oj'), and we certainly have,

by (53),
«o ¿ U,
vo ¿ V.
Suppose that we could construct,
Tpim(a,f, ß, g) and that

throughout

D', the mth approximation

m

(54)

¿Zu,;¿ U,
0
m

(55)

¿Zvi^V.
o

We are then able to prove that we can construct

the (m+l)st

approximation

and that
m+l

m+1

¿Z», zu,

¿Zv, ik v.

0

0

In fact, we have, in view of (54) and (55), (46), (47), and (48),
m

I*.m+1(«,
f,ß,g)\^\ w («,/, ß, g)I + ¿Z*i

(56)

o

£\m«,f,ß,g)\ + uu k,
m

(57)

| dpr+x(a, f,ß,g)\£\

dp» (a, f, ß, g) | + ¿Z u{ ^ k',
0
m

(58)

| dvr*K«,f,ß,g)\u\W(«,/,ß,g)\

+ zZ »/ ^ *",
0

and by (52),
m+l

/

m

m

\

¿Z »i ^ «o + Cco'I ¿Z u¡ + ¿Z vj) ^ C«'(l + t/ + V) ^ u,
o
m+l

\
wi

o

o

/

m

¿Z *>i^ »o+ C£ «< + Gco'X)», ^ 4»677'2é'2 + Ceo'+ C77 + C»T ^ F.
0

0

0
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Thus (54) and (55) hold for all m^O, and we conclude the uniform convergence of pim(a,f, ß, g), dpim, dV<m to limit functions pi(a, f, ß, g) and their

corresponding
proves

derivatives

dpi, dY,-. The continuity

\

pm

/

\

p

relation

(45) finally

)'

Hence by passage to the limit in (49.1) we obtain (49).
The uniqueness follows similarly from the relations analogous to (44.1)

and (44.2),
(59.1)

u^Ca>'(u

(59.2)

v^Cu

+ v)

+ Coi'v,

which yield «(1 - Co') ^ Cu'v ^ C«'-Cm/(1 - Co,'),u((l - Ceo')2- CV) g 0,
u = 0, v = 0, with

^

|.

/a,f,ß,g\

I

\

u = ¿^ max 7,,¡f
I./.J-1

p

,

) - /,,,(
/

(ct,f,ß,g\\
\

p

1
/ \

+ ¿Z ¿Z max | d(J„,f» - /«,(#*)) |,
t./.i

a

» - ¿Z ¿Z max | *'(/,„(*) - /„,(*')) |,
i.i.l

»'

fr(<*,f, ß, g) and xpí(a,f, ß, g) being solutions of (49).
Corollary

1. //, in Theorem 4, f(a), tfi<x,f, ß, g), ■■■, Mia,f,

W(«,/, ß,g),"

' , W(a,f,

ß, g), dhpfiaj, ß, g), ■■■, W(«,/,

ß, g),

ß, g),

andcni(pi, ■ ■ ■ ,p„) and its derivatives up to the third order depend on a parameter n and converge uniformly as /¿—>«•,then pi(a, f, ß, g), • • ■ , \p„(a, f, ß, g),
dpi, • ■ ■ , &pn, dVi,

\g\ gco"^w',

• • • , ôVn converge uniformly,

as ;u—>0°, in \a\,

\f\,

\ß\,

where w" depends only on 0, k, k', k", L, V', L".

Denote by A the operation of taking the difference for two sufficiently
large values of u, and put, in the successive approximations
of the proof of

Theorem 4,
n

n

«.-El wri*.f,ß,g)\+ zZ\w I,
i=l

i-l.d

n

vm=JZ \Ad2Pr(a,f,ß,g)\.
t-i.a*

Observing that /(a) enters in the functional 7 only as a limit of integration, as has been remarked earlier, we may use (45) and find, with some
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C-C(ü, k, k', k", L, L', L", L'") and a new and smaller value u" of a/,
satisfying (53) with the new C:
um ^ C(um_x

+

»m_i + t)co" + Ce + Uo,

vm ^ Cwm_i + Cvm-Xo>" + Ce + Vo,
Uo á e,

»o ^ e.

Hence, for m—>», lim um = », lim om= î;
« ^ C(w + u + i)co" + Ce + Uo,

v Ú Cu + Cvo>"+ Ce + vo,

«(1 - Coi") SÍC+

l)e + eCoo"+ Ca"v,

Cw"
Cu"v ¿ -Cu
1 - Cu"

(C + l)eCeo"
+ -1 - Ceo"

Hence u and v are ^ Ce, with C'iC, to"), which proves the corollary.
Corollary
2. If, in Theorem 4,/(a), \pi°(a,/, ß, g), Cm depend on a parameter p, and if fia) converges uniformly as p—>p0,then there exists a subsequence
of p, such that \piia,f, ft g) and also ^(a,/(a),
ß, giß)) converge uniformly.
For by (57), | ¿tyf(a, /, ß, g) | ^ k' and hence the ^¿(a, /, ft g) are equicontinuous and bounded, in view of (56). Hence there exists a uniformly convergent subsequence, and the corollary follows. From (33) we conclude under the

hypothesis of the theorem, that
d2

(6°) y^^(«-/(«).ft«(ft)
dadß

and, ioxa=ß,f=f(a),

d2

= T-£#(«'/(«)'ft
dadß

«

dfj dúi

«(fl))+ £ C'»W "T ^T'
,,¡_i

da

d8

g=f(a)

4n= h°,

tyi = ^i".

In the application we intend to make of Theorem 4 and its corollaries,
the values of the constants such as 0, k, k', k", L, L', L", V" are of no importance. What matters, however, is their existence and their interdependence. Therefore, we are led to use the following terminology: we call a function bounded if its absolute value is bounded by a positive number irrespective of the values of its arguments and possible other parameters;
we call,
in a theorem, a quantity relatively bounded if its absolute value can be
bounded by a positive number which depends only on other bounds previously introduced in the theorem; and we use the same term, in a proof,
as meaning limitable by bounds, either assumed by the hypotheses of the
theorem, or previously introduced in the course of the same proof.
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Thus Theorem 4 and Corollary 2 may be formulated

as follows :

Theorem 5. Suppose Cm and its derivatives up to the third order with respect
to its arguments \f>x,■ ■ ■ , \j/n bounded for bounded values of \ki, and assume that
ipi=ip?(ci,f,ß,g),i=l,
■ ■ ■ ,«, has derivatives dif/f, d2i¡/i° which are continuous
and bounded when a, f, ß, g are bounded. Then the system

M«, f, ft g) = iW(«,/, ft g) + ¿ l«i

/«,/,ftg\

,.

;.í=l

has a solution $i(ct,f, ft g), continuous together with d\j/i and 3V<- This solution exists, is uniquely determined and is relatively bounded together with the
derivatives cty,-, ö2^,- for relatively bounded a, f, ß, g. If, in addition, f(a),
if/? (a, f, ß, g) and c,-,¡ and its derivatives up to the third order depend on a parameter p, and if f(a) converges uniformly as p^>p0, then there exists a subsequence of p such that the corresponding functions \j/i(a,f, ß, g) and ypi(a, f(a),
ft g(ß)) converge uniformly for relatively bounded values of a,f, ß, g.

4. Hyperbolic systems. The results of the preceding section may be used
for a study of Cauchy's problem* for the system
= 0,

i = 1,2, ■ ■■ ,m < n,

»
dtpiia, ß)
2-t au(<Pl, ■ ■ ■ ,<Pn) -—= 0,

i = m + 1, ■■ ■ , n,

2v 0«jW>1,• • • ,<t>n)
i-i

(61)

Í-1

da

-

oß

in which an and its partial derivatives up to the fourth order as well as the
reciprocal value of the determinant | a,-,| are bounded for bounded values of
tf»x,■ ■ ■ , <ßn.The initial line is a bounded neighborhood of the origin on the
line a=ß,
relatively

and on it the unknown functions <px(a,ß), • ■ ■ , </»rt(a,0) assume
bounded values £i(a), • • • , $n(«) which are continuously differ-

entiable.
In view of the applications
ing condition:

we subject the fi(a), ■ • • , £>.(«) to the follow-

Condition t?. £i(a), • • • , £n(a) depend
exists a transformation

continuously

on a, and there

U«)= ¿ W«h«, «/(«)= Í2 r^i(«),
i-i
<-i
* A study of this Cauchy problem with a view to enlarging the class of admissible initial conditions was undertaken by Margaret Gurney in her dissertation, Brown University, 1935 (unpub-

lished).
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7¿,- of determinant

± 1 such that
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the derivatives

of Ç2(a),

f3(a), • ■ • , fn(tt) are bounded.
Then there exists a relatively bounded solution pi(a, ß), ■ ■ ■ , pn(a, ß)
of (61) in a relatively bounded (a, /^-neighborhood of the origin, assuming
the given initial values, continuous in a, ß, and continuously differentiable
with respect to a and ß.
It should be noticed that the essential content of the above statement lies
in the fact that the derivative of fi(a) has no influence on the determination
of the domain of existence.
The idea of the proof is to construct instead of functions pi(a, ß) other
functions ipt of four arguments a, f, ß, g which reduce to the solution of the
initial problem in question for/= f i(a), g = f i(ß). In order to conform with the
terminology formerly introduced, we henceforth shall identify fi(a) with/(a).
We try to satisfy the following conditions for functions pi°(a,f, ß, g) :
d2p?

(i)

-— (a,f(a),ß,g(ß))
dadß

(ii)

= 0,

M (a, fia), a, fia)) =&(«),
ZZ a.-,(£i(a), • • • , £»(«)) ^°ia(a, f(a), a, f(a))
f-i

L

dfja)

+ Pif(a,f(a),a,f(a))

da

= 0,

i úm,

(iii)

ÍZ ««(5l(«),• • • , {.(«))["**(«,fia), a, fia))
-PíÁ<X,JW, a,J(.a))
We first introduce

(62)

dfia)
-^J
= 0, i>m.

p? (a, /, a, /) by

Pf (a, /, a,f) = ¿Z T{k$*(«)+ Taf,

¿ = 1,2,

k~2

which yields

(63)

Pl(a, f, a, f) + pl(a, f, a, f) = I\i.

To determine p\, and p\ we set up the system

JZ aik(p\a,f, a, f))plf(a,f,a,f) = 0,
(64)

i = 1,•

n

¿Z a-ik(P(a, f, a, }))plg(a, f,a,f)=0,

i = m + 1, •

m,
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which together with (63), in view of the boundedness of |ait.|_], determines \p°ri<x,f, a,f) and ^<e°(a,/, a,f) as analytic functions of aikiif/°ia,f, a,/))
and thus as relatively bounded functions with relatively bounded and continuous total derivatives with respect to a and /.

From (ii)
o

o

A

dÇicia)

*=2

da

fiai«, f, a, f) + ¿ißia, f, a, f) = 2, I« —-.

i = 1, 2, • • • , »,

and by (64) and (iii)
n

12 a.fc(£i(«), ■• • , kÁ<x))^iaia,fia), a, fia)) = 0,

(65)

i ^ m;

n

12 aik-pißia,fia), a, fia)) = 0,
t-i

i > m,

which determine $<»(«> /(«). «./(«)) an(l $/»(<*,/(«). «, /(«)) as continuous
and relatively bounded functions of a for relatively bounded a.
We now put

Ai(a,f)= f *lia,f',a,f')df.
J o

Obviously, A ,(a, /) has continuous
respect to / and a.

and relatively

bounded

derivatives

with

Finally put

*!(<*,f, ft g) = *<°(«,
/, <*,f) + AAß,g) - Ai(a,f)
(66)

- f " Wiß(a',/(«'), a', fia')) - Aiaia', fia'))]da'.
J ß

The reader will easily verify that the function ^¡° (a,/, ß, g), as defined by (66),
has the following properties :

*<"(«,
/, «, /) = \A.°(«,
/, «, /),
*iB(a, f, a, f) = ybig(a,f, a, f),
o

do

Vifia, f, a,f) = — ft ia, f, a,f)-—-

dAi(a,f)

df

*%ia, fia), a, fia)) = ^(a,
*<<.(«,/(«),

a, fia))

fia), a, fia)),

= tiaiajia),

a, fia)) .

df

o

= ^t/(a, /, a, f),
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Hence we are justified in considering ^¿0 (a, f, ß, g) as an extension of those
elements of the unknown function p? (a, f, ß, g) which were used in the construction of V? (a,f, ß, g), and we write \f\° (a,f, ß, g) = p? (a,f, ß, g). We have,
moreover, dV¿° =0 so that (i) is true. From (62) we obtain (ii). Formulas

(64) and (65) give (iii).
Evidently, | p,9 (a, f, ß, g) | is less than an arbitrary positive number e if
the bounds of the initial data £i(a), • • • , £n(a) are sufficiently small and if
a, f, ß, g are relatively bounded.
On differentiating the first m equations of (61) with respect to ß, and the
last (» —m) equations with respect to a and solving with respect to the mixed
derivatives, we obtain a system of the form

d2Pi(a,8)
dPi(a,ß)
= 2* emití, ■■■,Pn)-•
dad/3
tí
da

(67)

where the c,-,-¡(#i, • • • , </>„)have bounded derivatives
for bounded pi, ■ ■ ■ , 4>n-Replacing p by p, we solve

*.(«,/, ß, g) = W(«,/, ß,g) + ¿

j,¡-i

dPi(a,8)
aß

up to the third order

hu(a'f'0'S)

\

>

P

/

with the aid of Theorem 5. By (60) and (i) we have
d2Pi(a,f(a),ß,g(ß))
dadß
ST

ut
H s a (aPA^]i^),ß,g(ß))dPiia,fia),ß,giß))
= ,L chipia, fia), 8, giß)))-.
i,i

da

dß

In view of (ii), <f>ii<x,
ß) =^,(a,/(a),
ß, giß)) assumes the given initial values,
satisfies (61) on a=ß, and has continuous derivatives with respect to a and ß
and continuous mixed second derivatives with respect to a and ß.
A conclusion, familiar in the theory of hyperbolic equations shows that
equations (61) are satisfied identically in a and ß.
Thus we have established the following theorem :

Theorem 6. If in (61) a,-,-and its partial derivatives up to the fourth order
and the reciprocal value of the determinant \ a,y| are bounded for bounded values
of pi, </>2,• • • , 4>n, and if the initial values of c/>,(a, ß) on a=ß are relatively
bounded in a bounded neighborhood of a = 0 ( = /?) and satisfy condition â, then
Cauchy's problem has a solution existing for all relatively bounded a, ß. This
solution has continuous derivatives with respect to a and ß. If the initial values
and the an depend on a parameter ¡x and converge uniformly as ¿i—>ito,then there
exists a subsequence of y,, for which the corresponding solutions <bi(<x,ß) converge

uniformly.
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Corollary

1. The solution of Theorem 6 is unique.*

Let |«| ^A, \ß\ gP be the common domain D of existence of two solutions of our initial problem. Denote by », v, wir)

m(t) = 12 max | Atpi\,
«=i

zi(r) = 12 max A

dtpi
da

dtPi

w(t) = 12 max A -

äß

where the operator A indicates the difference of the expression following A for
the two solutions, and the maximum is to be taken on that segment of the line
t = | a —ß | which is contained in D. By (67) we have for a suitable constant K

uir) ^ I

J o

(» + w) | dr\,

vir) ^ K I

w(0) = 0,

(w + v + w) | dr \,

u(0) = 0,

wir) ¿ P I (« + o + w) I dr I,

w(0) = 0.

•Zo

«Zo

Hence

f\uiu +

« + w + w ^ (2P + 1) I

J 0

v + w)\dr

and by the well known iteration u=v=w = 0.
By reasoning very similar to the preceding it may be shown that the dependence of the initial data on a parameter such that the initial data of tp'i
and those of dtfa/da, dtfri/dß satisfy a Lipschitz condition of exponent 1 in
the parameter implies a Lipschitz condition of exponent 1 in the solution.
Furthermore, passing to the limit from difference quotient to derivative with
respect to the parameter we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary
2. //, in Theorem 6, the initial data of 4n and those of dtpt/da,
dtfu/dß are continuously differentiable with respect to a parameter, the solution
and its first derivatives with respect to a and ß are also continuously differentiable
with respect to the parameter, continuity being understood with respect to the
parameter and variables.
* Cf. Hadamard, Leçons sur le Problème de Cauchy, Paris, 1932, pp. 488-501.
The University of California,
Berkeley,
Calif.

